Abstract. For a directed graph G on vertices {0, 1, . . . , n}, a G-parking function is an n-tuple (b1, . . . , bn) of non-negative integers such that, for every non-empty subset U ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, there exists a vertex j ∈ U for which there are more than bj edges going from j to G − U . We construct a family of bijective maps between the set PG of G-parking functions and the set TG of spanning trees of G rooted at 0, thus providing a combinatorial proof of |PG| = |TG|.
Introduction
The classical parking functions are defined in the following way. There are n drivers, labeled 1, . . . , n, and n parking spots, 0, . . . , n − 1, arranged linearly in this order. Each driver i has a favorite parking spot b i . Drivers enter the parking area in the order in which they are labeled. Each driver proceeds to his favorite spot and parks there if it is free, or parks at the next available spot otherwise. The sequence (b 1 , . . . , b n ) is called a parking function if every driver parks successfully by this rule. The most notable result about parking functions is a bijective correspondence between such functions and trees on n + 1 labeled vertices. The number of such trees is (n + 1) n−1 by Cayley's theorem. For more on parking functions, see for example [7] .
Postnikov and Shapiro [6] suggested the following generalization of parking functions. Let G be a directed graph on n + 1 vertices indexed by integers from 0 to n. A G-parking function is a sequence (b 1 , . . . , b n ) of non-negative integers that satisfies the following condition: for each subset U ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} of vertices of G, there exists a vertex j ∈ U such that the number of edges from j to vertices outside of U is greater than b j . For the complete graph G = K n+1 , these are the classical parking functions (we view K n+1 as the digraph with exactly one edge (i, j) for all i = j).
A spanning tree of G rooted at m is a subgraph of G such that, for each i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , n}, there is a unique path from i to m along the edges of the spanning tree. Note that these are the spanning trees of the graph in the usual sense with each edge oriented towards m. The number of such trees is given by the Matrix-Tree Theorem; see [7] . In [6] it is shown that the number of spanning trees of G rooted at 0 is equal to the number of G-parking functions for any digraph G.
An equivalent fact was originally discovered by Dhar [2] , who studied the sandpile model. The so called recurrent states of the sandpile model are in one-to-one correspondence with G-parking functions for certain graphs G, including all symmetric graphs. A bijection between recurrent states and spanning trees for symmetric graphs G is mentioned in [5] . The sandpile model was also studied by Gabrielov in [4] . This paper also contains an extensive list of references on the topic.
In this paper we present a family of bijections between G-parking functions and rooted spanning trees of G. Given a spanning tree T of G, we establish a total order on the vertices of T satisfying two conditions, and each such order gives rise to a bijection in the family. In [3] Francon used a similar concept, which he called selection procedures, to construct a family of bijections between parking functions and rooted trees in the classical case G = K n+1 . Thus our result provides a generalization of Francon's construction.
A family of bijections
Let G be a directed graph on vertices {0, . . . , n}. We allow G to have multiple edges but not loops. To distinguish between multiple edges of G, we fix an order on the set of edges going from i to j for all i = j.
A subtree of G rooted at m is a subgraph T of G containing m such that for every vertex i of T , there is a unique path in T from i to m. A subtree is called a spanning tree if it contains all vertices of G.
Let T G be the set of subtrees of G rooted at 0, and let T G be the set of spanning trees of G rooted at 0. Unless stated otherwise, all spanning trees in this paper are assumed to be rooted at 0. Let P G be the set of G-parking functions. In this section we give a bijection between T G and P G .
For every T ∈ T G , let π(T ) be a total order on the vertices of T , and write i < π(T ) j to denote that i is smaller than j in this order. We call the set Π(G) = {π(T ) | T ∈ T G } a proper set of tree orders if the following conditions hold for all T ∈ T G :
(1) if (j, i) is an edge of T , then i < π(T ) j; (2) if t is a subtree of T rooted at 0, then the order π(t) is consistent with π(T ); in other words, i < π(t) j if and only if i < π(T ) j for i, j ∈ t. We give several examples of proper sets of tree orders in Section 3.
For T ∈ T G and a vertex j of G, the order π(T ) induces the order on the edges going from j to vertices of T in which (j, i) is smaller than (j, i ′ ) whenever i < π(T ) i ′ and which is consistent with the previously fixed order on multiple edges. We write e < π(T ) e ′ to denote that e is smaller than e ′ in this order.
Given a proper set of tree orders Π(G), define the map Θ Π,G : T G → P G as follows. For T ∈ T G and a vertex j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let e j be the edge of T going out of j. Set Θ Π,G (T ) = (b 1 , . . . , b n ), where b j is the number of edges e going out of j such that e < π(T ) e j . For the rest of the section, we write Θ instead of Θ Π,G . Theorem 2.1. The map Θ is a bijection between T G and P G .
Proof. We begin by checking that Θ(T ) is a G-parking function.
Proof. For a subset U ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, let j be the smallest vertex of U in the order π(T ). Let e j = (j, i) be the edge of T coming out of j. Then i < π(T ) j, so i / ∈ U by choice of j. For each of the b j edges e = (j, i ′ ) such that e < π(T ) e j , we have
Thus there are at least b j + 1 edges going from j to vertices outside of U . Next, we define the inverse map Φ Π,G : P G → T G . Given P = (b 1 , . . . , b n ) ∈ P G , we construct the corresponding tree Φ Π,G (P ) one edge at a time. Initially, let t 0 be the subtree of G consisting of the vertex 0 alone, and put p 0 = 0. For 1 ≤ m ≤ n, we choose the vertex p m and construct the subtree t m rooted at 0 inductively as follows. Let U m be the set of vertices not in t m−1 , and let V m be the set of vertices j ∈ U m such that the number of edges from j to t m−1 is at least b j + 1. Note that |V m | ≥ 1 by definition of a G-parking function. For each j ∈ V m , let e j be the edge from j to t m−1 such that exactly b j edges e from j to t m−1 satisfy e < π(t m−1 ) e j . Let t be the tree obtained by adjoining each vertex j ∈ V m to t m−1 by means of the edge e j . Set p m to be the smallest vertex of V m in the order π(t), and set t m to be the tree obtained by adjoining p m to t m−1 by means of the edge e pm . Obviously, t m is a subtree of G. In the end, set Φ Π,G (P ) = T = t n . For the rest of the section, we write Φ instead of Φ Π,G .
An example of constructing Φ(P ) is shown in Figure 1 . Let G be the graph shown in the figure, and let P = (0, 1, 0, 1). Let Π be the tree order in which vertex i is smaller than vertex j if i is closer to the root than j, or else if i and j are equidistant to the root, and i < j. Initially, U 1 = {1, 2, 3, 4} and V 1 = {1}, so vertex 1 is attached to the root to produce the subtree t 1 . Then we have V 2 = {3, 4} with e 3 = (3, 1) and e 4 = (4, 1). Adjoining vertices 3 and 4 to t 1 by means of e 3 and e 4 places vertices 3 and 4 the same distance away from the root, making p 2 = 3, so vertex 3 is attached by means of the edge e 3 = (3, 1) to produce t 2 . At the next step, we have V 3 = {2, 4} with e 2 = (2, 3) and e 4 = (4, 1). Adjoining vertices 2 and 4 to t 2 by means of e 2 and e 4 makes vertex 4 closer to the root than vertex 2, so we select vertex 4 and attach it to vertex 1 to form t 3 . Finally, we attach vertex 2 to vertex 3 to form t 4 = Φ(P ).
Proof. Since Π(G) is a proper set of tree orders, it follows that the root 0 is the smallest vertex of T in the order π(T ).
We show that p m < π(T ) p m+1 . We consider the following two cases.
Then the number of edges from p m+1 to t m−1 is at most b p m+1 . Since p m+1 ∈ V m+1 , the number of edges from p m+1 to t m is at least b p m+1 + 1. It follows that there is at least one edge (p m+1 , p m ) in G and that p m+1 is adjoined to t m by means of such an edge. Thus p m < π(T ) p m+1 because Π(G) is a proper set of tree orders.
Case 2: p m+1 ∈ V m . Let e p m+1 be the edge from p m+1 to t m−1 such that exactly b p m+1 edges e from p m+1 to t m−1 satisfy e < π(t m−1 ) e p m+1 . Since p m is the largest vertex of t m in the order π(T ) and hence in the order π(t m ), and e p m+1 goes from p m+1 to t m−1 = t m − p m , it follows that e < π(t m−1 ) e p m+1 if and only if e < π(tm) e p m+1 because the order π(t m−1 ) is consistent with π(t m ). Therefore, exactly b j edges e from p m+1 to t m satisfy e < π(tm) e p m+1 , hence p m+1 is adjoined to t m by means of the edge e p m+1 .
Let e pm be the edge of T coming out of p m , and let t be the tree in the construction of T obtained by adjoining the vertices of V m to t m−1 . Let t ′ be the tree obtained from t m−1 by adjoining the vertices p m and p m+1 by means of the edges e pm and e p m+1 . Then t ′ is a subtree of both t and T . By choice of p m , we have p m < π(t) p m+1 , so p m < π(t ′ ) p m+1 and p m < π(T ) p m+1 because the order π(t ′ ) is consistent with both π(t) and π(T ).
We now check that Θ and Φ are inverses of each other.
Lemma 2.4. Θ(Φ(P )) = P for P ∈ P G .
Proof. Put P = (b 1 , . . . , b n ) and T = Φ(P ). Consider the process of constructing T . For j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have j = p m for some 1 ≤ m ≤ n. Let e j be the edge of T coming out of j. The edge e j goes from j to t m−1 . Since the set of vertices of t m−1 is {p 0 , . . . , p m−1 }, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that if an edge e coming out of j satisfies e < π(T ) e j , then e goes from j to t m−1 . Thus, e < π(T ) e j if and only if e < π(t m−1 ) e j because the order π(t m−1 ) is consistent with π(T ). By construction of T , the number of edges e satisfying e < π(t m−1 ) e j is b j , hence the number of edges e satisfying e < π(T ) e j is also b j . We conclude that Θ(T ) = P .
Consider the process of constructing T = Φ(P ). We show by induction that for 0 ≤ m ≤ n, the tree t m is a subtree of T ′ and that p 0 , . . . , p m are the smallest m + 1 vertices in the order π(T ′ ). Since the root 0 is the smallest vertex in π(T ′ ), the assertion is true for m = 0. Now, suppose that t m−1 is a subtree of T ′ and that p 0 , . . . , p m−1 are the smallest m vertices in the order π(T ′ ). Let k be the (m+1)-th smallest vertex in the order π(T ′ ), and let e ′ k = (k, i) be the edge coming out of k in T ′ . Then i < π(T ′ ) k, so i ∈ {p 0 , . . . , p m−1 } and i ∈ t m−1 . Hence if an edge e coming out of k satisfies e < π(T ′ ) e ′ k , then e goes from k to t m−1 . There are b k edges e satisfying e < π(T ′ ) e ′ k . These b k edges together with the edge e ′ k give b k + 1 edges going from k to t m−1 . It follows that k ∈ V m . As before, for every j ∈ V m , let e j be the edge from j to t m−1 such that exactly b j edges e from j to t m−1 satisfy e < π(t m−1 ) e j . Since the vertices of t m−1 are the smallest m vertices in the order π(T ′ ), it follows that if an edge e coming out of j satisfies e < π(T ′ ) e j , then e goes from j to t m−1 . Thus, e < π(T ′ ) e j if and only if e < π(t m−1 ) e j because the order π(t m−1 ) is consistent with π(T ′ ). There are b j edges e satisfying e < π(t m−1 ) e j , hence there are b j edges e satisfying e < π(T ′ ) e j . It follows from the choice of b j that e j is an edge of T ′ . Therefore, the tree t obtained by adjoining the vertices j ∈ V m by means of the edges e j is a subtree of T ′ . Consequently, the smallest vertex p m of V m in the order π(t) is the smallest vertex of V m in the order π(T ′ ). Since k is the smallest vertex of U m in the order π(T ′ ) and k ∈ V m ⊆ U m , it follows that p m = k. The induction step is complete.
Finally, we obtain T ′ = t n = T . Theorem 2.1 follows from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5.
Examples
In this section we give examples of proper sets of tree orders and the resulting bijections between T G and P G from the family of bijections defined in Section 2.
We begin by introducing the breadth-first search order π bf (T ) on the vertices of a tree T ∈ T G . For a vertex i ∈ T , we define the height h T (i) of i in T to be the number of edges in the unique path from i to the root 0. We set i < π bf (T ) j, or i < bf j, if h T (i) < h T (j) or else if h T (i) = h T (j) and i < j. It is easy to check that π bf (T ) is a total order on the vertices of T and that Π bf (G) = {π bf (T ) | T ∈ T G } is a proper set of tree orders.
The depth-first search order π df (T ) on the vertices of a tree T ∈ T G is defined as follows. For a vertex i ∈ T , let T (i) denote the branch of T rooted at i. In other words, T (i) consists of all vertices k of T such that the unique path from k to 0 in T contains i. If (i, ℓ) is an edge of T , then we set ℓ < π df (T ) i. Furthermore, if (j, ℓ) is an edge of T such that i < j, then we set i ′ < π df (T ) j ′ for i ′ ∈ T (i) and j ′ ∈ T (j). We use the symbol < df with the same meaning as < π df (T ) . It is not hard to see that Π df (G) = {π df (T ) | T ∈ T G } is a proper set of tree orders.
Our third example is the vertex-adding order π va (T ) on the vertices of T ∈ T G . Construct the sequence p 0 , . . . , p |T |−1 inductively as follows. Set p 0 = 0, and, for 1 ≤ m ≤ |T | − 1, let p m be the smallest vertex j in G − {p 0 , . . . , p m−1 } such that there is an edge in G from j to {p 0 , . . . , p m−1 }. Note that the sequence p 0 , . . . , p |T |−1 contains each vertex of T exactly once. Put p 0 < πva(T ) · · · < πva(T ) p |T |−1 , and let the symbol < va have the same meaning as < πva(T ) . Clearly, < va is a total order on the vertices of T . Also, Π va (G) = {π va (T ) | T ∈ T G } is a proper set of tree orders. Indeed, if t is a subtree of T , then adding or not adding a vertex of T − t to {p 0 , . . . , p m−1 } does not affect the order in which the vertices of t are added.
Let Θ bf,G , Θ df,G , and Θ va,G be the maps Θ Π bf ,G , Θ Π df ,G , and Θ Πva,G constructed in Section 2. Figure 2 shows a sample graph G and a spanning tree T ∈ T G . To compute Θ bf,G (T ), Θ df,G (T ), and Θ va,G (T ), we first determine the orders π bf (T ), π df (T ), and π va (T ).
We have h T (0) = 0, h T (2) = h T (6) = 1, h T (3) = h T (4) = 2, and h T (1) = h T (5) = 3, so 0 < bf 2 < bf 6 < bf 3 < bf 4 < bf 1 < bf 5. Next, we determine π df (T ). Applying the depth-first search rule with ℓ = 0, we get 0 < df {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} < df 6 because T (2) contains vertices 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, and T (6) contains a single vertex 6. Taking ℓ = 2 we get 0 < df 2 < df {3, 5} < df {1, 4} < df 6. Finally, taking ℓ = 3 and ℓ = 4 we get
Also, the order π va (T ) is the following:
The edge coming out of vertex 1 in T is (1, 4) . The relation e < bf (1, 4) is satisfied for e = (1, 0), (1, 2), (1, 3) , (1, 6) , so the first component of Θ bf,G (T ) is 4. Similarly, e < df (1, 4) holds for e = (1, 0), (1, 2), (1, 3) , (1, 5) , so the first component of Θ df,G (T ) is 4. The relation e < va (1, 4) holds for e = (1, 0), (1, 2), (1, 3) , so the first component of Θ va,G (T ) is 3. The other components are computed in the same way. Figure 2 shows the values of Θ bf,G (T ), Θ df,G (T ), and Θ va,G (T ).
More proper sets of tree orders
We now present a method for constructing proper sets of tree orders. Let σ 1 , . . . , σ ℓ denote the path consisting of the edges (σ ℓ , σ ℓ−1 ), (σ ℓ−1 , σ ℓ−2 ), . . . , (σ 1 , 0) . Also, let denote the path consisting of the vertex 0 alone. Define A G to be the set of paths σ 1 , . . . , σ ℓ in G such that σ 1 , . . . , σ ℓ are distinct vertices of G − {0}, where ℓ ≥ 0. Let ≺ be a partial order on A G satisfying the following conditions:
For a tree T ∈ T G and a vertex i ∈ T , let A T (i) ∈ A G be the unique path in T from i to 0. Introduce the order π ≺ (T ) on the vertices of T in which i < π≺(T ) j whenever
is a proper set of tree orders.
Proof. Let T ∈ T G , and let i and j be vertices of T − {0}. Since A T (i) and A T (j) are the unique paths in T from i and j to 0, it follows that A T (i) ∩ A T (j) ∈ A G . Therefore, π ≺ (T ) is a total order on the vertices of T , by property (i) of ≺.
If t is a subtree of T , then A t (i) = A T (i) and A t (j) = A T (j), so the order π ≺ (t) is consistent with the order π ≺ (T ).
The proposition follows.
The orders π bf (T ), π df (T ), and π va (T ) described in Section 3 can be obtained as π ≺ (T ) via an appropriate choice of ≺. Setting ≺ to be the lexicographic order on the paths σ 1 , . . . , σ ℓ viewed as sequences of integers yields the order π df (T ). To obtain π bf (T ),
Finally, setting ≺ to be the order in which A ≺ A ′ whenever A ∩ A ′ ∈ A G , and the largest vertex of A\A ′ is smaller than the largest vertex of A ′ \A, yields the order π va (T ).
We can obtain other proper sets of tree orders from partial orders ≺ on A G satisfying the conditions above. For example, we can set
whenever the increasing rearrangement of A is smaller than that of A ′ in the lexicographic order. Another example is setting
Note that for G = K n+1 , the presented construction yields a family of bijections between the classical parking functions and trees on n + 1 labeled vertices. This family includes some of the well-known bijections. For example, using the vertex-adding tree order results in the following simple correspondence defined in terms of drivers and parking spots: given a parking function (b 1 , . . . , b n ), the corresponding tree is obtained by introducing the edge (i, j) whenever driver j ended up parking in spot b i − 1, and the edge (i, 0) whenever b i = 1. Another famous bijection involving Catalan paths as an intermediate object results if the depth first search tree order is used.
G-parking functions and the sandpile model
In [1] , Cori and Le Borgne construct a family of bijections between the rooted spanning trees of a digraph G and the recurrent states of the sandpile model defined on G. It can be shown that if for all vertices of G except the root, the out-degree is greater than or equal to the in-degree, then recurrent states correspond to G-parking functions: if d i is the out-degree of vertex i, then (u 1 , . . . , u n ) is a recurrent state if and only if (d 1 − u 1 , . . . , d n − u n ) is a G-parking function. In particular, this observation is valid for symmetric graphs, in which the number of edges from i to j is equal to the number of edges from j to i for all i = j; such graphs can be naturally viewed as undirected graphs. Thus for these graphs the result of Cori and Le Borgne provides a bijective correspondence between rooted spanning trees of G and G-parking functions. For the rest of the section, we assume that G is a symmetric graph.
The construction described in [1] begins by fixing an arbitrary order on the edges of G. Given a spanning tree T of G, an edge e in G − T is called externally active with respect to T if in the unique cycle of T + e, the edge e is the smallest in the chosen order. A key property of the obtained bijection is that the sum of the values of a recurrent state is equal to the number of externally active edges with respect to the corresponding spanning tree. It follows that in the resulting bijection between G-parking functions and spanning trees, G-parking functions with the same sum of values are mapped to spanning trees with the same number of externally active edges.
To show that the bijections presented in this paper are substantially different from the ones in [1] , consider the case G = K n+1 , and let A be the path obtained as follows: start at the root vertex 0, and then append the remaining vertices one by one, so that at each step the appended edge is the smallest, in the chosen edge order, among all edges that can possibly be appended. There are no externally active edges with respect to A since every edge (i, j) not in A, where j is closer to the root in A than i, is greater than the edge (i ′ , j), where i ′ is the vertex appended after j in the construction of A, by choice of i ′ . On the other hand, if a path A ′ does not include the smallest edge in the chosen edge order, then this edge is externally active with respect to A ′ . Hence there is a different number of externally active edges with respect to A and A ′ . However, every bijection Θ Π,G maps both A and A ′ to permutations of (1, . . . , n), so the sum of values of the corresponding G-parking functions is the same. Hence for G = K n+1 , none of the bijections Θ Π,G coincides with a bijection from the family constructed in [1] . 6 . Acknowledgments
